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2012 E.C (2019/20) ACADEMIC YEAR 

ENGLISH SHORT NOTE AND PRACTICE QUESTIONS FOR GRADE 10 

Name_______________________________ Section _________Date: April 03, 2020 

Unit 10: Energy (Continued)  

Week three: Lesson One 

Grammar and usage: Using ‘too’ and ‘enough’  

Too and enough are used with adjectives and they indicate degree. Too means 

more than necessary and it precedes the adjective. Enough means sufficient 

and usually follows the adjective. 

Examples 
He is too old to ride a bicycle.  
Nuclear power stations are too expensive to build. 

Nishan was tall enough to play in the basketball team. (Not: enough tall) 
They were smart enough to pass the test. (Not: enough smart) 

Enough can also be used with nouns. In such cases, it usually precedes the 

word it modifies. 
Examples 
I have enough money for the CD player. 
I don’t have enough money for the computer. 
There is no enough wind in Ethiopia to power villages.  

 Directions:  Choose the correct alternative to complete each sentence.  

1. It was ______________ so we didn’t get it.(expensive enough, too expensive) 

2. It is _____________ to read; I don’t understand it at all. ( difficult enough, too 

difficult) 

3. They didn’t sell _________ to make it worthwhile. ( enough tickets, too 

tickets) 

4. There were __________ people here. ( too, too many) 

5. It is not ______________ to sort things out. ( too late, enough late) 

6. It is ___________ to pass. ( enough difficult, too difficult) 

7. I left because I had ___________ their arguing. ( enough, enough of) 

8. He ate _______________ and felt ill. ( much enough, too much) 

9. I am shattered; I didn’t ___________ last night.( enough sleep, sleep enough) 

10. It is ____________ to walk – I will take the bus. (far enough, too far) 
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Vocabulary: Increase your word power 

Directions: Write the correct meaning of the following words using the 

dictionary and also include an example sentence for each.  

A. Radiant:_________________________________________________________________ 

     Example: ________________________________________________________________ 

B. Geothermal:_____________________________________________________________ 

     Example: ________________________________________________________________ 

C. Thermal:________________________________________________________________ 

      Example: _______________________________________________________________ 

D. Motion:__________________________________________________________________ 

       Example: _______________________________________________________________ 

E. Sound:___________________________________________________________________ 

      Example:_________________________________________________________________ 

F. Gravity:_________________________________________________________________ 

       Example: _______________________________________________________________ 

G. Nuclear:_________________________________________________________________ 

      Example: _______________________________________________________________ 

H. Mechanical:_____________________________________________________________ 

      Example: _______________________________________________________________ 

I. Alternative: ____________________________________________________________ 

      Example: ________________________________________________________________ 

J. Biomass:________________________________________________________________ 

      Example: ________________________________________________________________ 
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Week three: Lesson two 

Grammar and Usage: Using the passive tense 

An active sentence like I drank two cups of coffee has the subject first (the 
person or thing that does the verb), followed by the verb, and finally the object 
(the person or thing that the action happens to). 

So, in this example, the subject is 'I', the verb is 'drank' and the object is 'two 
cups of coffee'. 

But, we don't always need to make sentences this way. We might want to put 
the object first, or perhaps we don't want to say who did something. In this 
case, we can use a passive, which puts the object first: 

Two cups of coffee were drunk (we can add 'by me' if we want, but it isn't 
necessary). 

The general rule for the formation of the passive tense is that you use the 
correct tense of the auxiliary verb be + -ed participle or irregular form of the 

verb you want to make passive. 

 

Practice 

Directions: Complete the following sentences with an appropriate 

passive form of the verb. 

Example: in 1869 the lives of ordinary people were improved (improve) by the 

introduction of electricity.  

1. Anna is very happy because she ___________ (just, choose) to be one of the 

best.  

2. The prisoners were at liberty for many days, but last night they 

_____________ ( caught)  

3. So many trees _____________ (cut) down that the whole area looked like a 

savannah. 

4. The village will be in festive mood, and no doubt some cows will 

________________ (slaughter) 

5. There are many delays right now because the road _____________ (turn) into 

a dual carriageway. 

6. The assignments ______________ (mark) a few days ago by the teacher.  

 

End of Unit 10  


